
POLITICO-RELIGIOUS
RADICALIZATION

HYPER SELF- HELP RESOURCES



IT'S A PROCESS

TIPS ABOUT
RADICALISATION

It is a process through which a person comes to support or  

be involved in extremist ideologies. It can result in a person  

becoming drawn into terrorism and is in itself a form of harm.

Source: NSPCC LEARNING Website:https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-protection/radicalisation/

IT HAPPENS GRADUALLY

So children and young people who are affected may not  

realise what it is that they are being drawn to.

Source: NSPCC LEARNING Website: https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/safeguarding-child-protection/radicalisation/

IT CAN HAPPEN TO  
ANYONE

Thinking that something like this will never happen to you  

makes you vulnerable, since it may make it difficult for you to  

realize you are recruited.



RED FLAGS OF  
RADICALIZATION

Behaviours and actions that signal that either you or  

a person close to you is being absorbed into a  

Radical Politico-Religious Thinking



Apathetic towards  
professional or school  

activities

Losing interest in  
school/work and cuttingoff  
ties with family members  

and/or close friends

Ask yourself: Is this natural? What is causing this  
behaviour and this attitude?



Expression of  
polarizing views and 
believing in radical  

religious  
interpretations

Adhering to extreme views and  
theories that define people or  
groups as enemies fueling a  

negative and sometimes  
aggressive stance towardsthem

Double-check and question these views and the ones  
promoting them. Seek and examine more opinions  
and views on the matter. Explore talking and having  

interactions with those defined as the enemies.



Believing that religion is the  
only source of morality  

while groups of people and  
behaviors within society  

threaten it

Ask yourself: Why hold this opinion towards
other  groups within society? What has led you 
or your  friend to this stance?

Expressing hateful 
views  towards other 
individuals or  groups



The use of violence  
to 'defend religion'  

becomes  
acceptable

Supporting and legitimizing  
attacks towards minorities  

because they are considereda  
threat to religion andtradition

Is violence really an expression of piety and respect for  
tradition? To what extent are attacks on, often, weak  

and marginalized individuals, aligned with thepreaching  
and values of theChurch?
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